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BASF reporting rules for
service providers
as of November 2013

These document is for the exclusive usage with the BASF Group.
Distribution to third parties is prohibited.
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Allowed BASF status-reason-combinations
status

reason

10 - carrier agrees earlier / later delivery date with customer
20 - customer agrees earlier / later delivery date with carrier
34 - delay caused by mainleg forwarder at consolidated cargo
43 - company holidays / incorrect business hours
51 - too late load, reason carrier
52 - too late load, reason BASF
53 - delay caused by combined- / rail- / ferry traffic
57 - accident / technical defects
58 - traffic jam / extreme weather conditions
60 - incorrect loading / mix-up
61 - redirection / incorrect address
62 - documentation
65 - delay caused by strike
66 - delay caused by customs clearance / at boundary
90 - delivery date postponed by BASF after loading
93 - tank truck / tank container hast to be (additionally) heated
94 - waiting time at previous customer
95 - waiting time at consignee
96 - goods not received or not findable
97 - returns
as agreed

22 - delivered
to distribution 31 - date of
21 - delivered
carrier /
arrival at risk
warehouse

yellow
yellow
yellow
yellow
yellow
yellow
yellow
yellow
yellow
yellow
yellow
yellow

green

blue
blue
blue
blue
blue
blue
blue
blue
blue
blue
blue
blue
blue
blue
blue
blue
blue
blue
blue
blue

56 - no
delivery

57 - delivered,
not as agreed
yellow
yellow

red

yellow
yellow
yellow
yellow
yellow
yellow
yellow
yellow
yellow
yellow
yellow
yellow
yellow
yellow
yellow

red
red

green

Definition of colors:
blue

date of arrival at risk

green

delivered (as agreed) & delivered to distribution carrier / warehouse (as agreed)

yellow

delivered, not as agreed & delivered to distribution carrier / warehouse (not as agreed)

red

no delivery
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Time target for status reporting (1)
Generally BASF expects prompt reports.
With packed goods the report must take place on the day of delivery, with bulk
goods within five days after the planned day of delivery, in each case before
06.00 p.m. at the latest.
Delayed reports will cause negative ratings!
If date of delivery is at risk BASF has to be informed immediately with status
code “31 - date of arrival at risk”. In addition an appropriate reason code has to
be chosen. Furthermore the estimated day of delivery has to be filled in manually
in the entry field “Estimated date of arrival”. For all other optional information
please use the entry field “Explanation”.
After saving this status code is directly transmitted via e-mail to BASF in order to
inform the customer promptly.
Important: An intermediate report does not substitute an end report, this have to
be done separately after the final delivery of the goods!
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Time target for status reporting (2)
As a matter of principle reports must not be effected before delivery has taken
place!
General fact: The delivery day given in AX4 is always obligatory for a logically
correct report (Checking for plausibility in AX4 – see pages 20 - 22)!
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Monitoring of status reports (1)
BASF checks the following categories:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Delivery status:
Delivery status:
Delivery time:
Time of reporting:
Plausibility:

End report “56 - no delivery“
Intermediate report “31 - date of arrival at risk“
End report “57 - delivered, not as agreed“
Check for delayed or missing reports
Incorrect reports

to 1. After saving the end report “56 - no delivery” an e-mail will automatically and
directly be transmitted to the responsible BASF transportation manager.
In the AX4 status-reason-combination the colour of the report is “red”.
to 2. As well as after saving the intermediate report “31 - date of arrival at risk” an
e-mail will automatically and directly be transmitted to the responsible BASF
transportation manager.
In the AX4 status-reason-combination the colour of the report is “blue”.
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Monitoring of status reports (2)
to 3. End reports with “57 - delivered, not as agreed” have the colour “yellow” in
the AX4 status-reason-combination.
to 4. There is a check if reports have been done analogue to the BASF time
target (see pages 4 + 5). Thus the entry date in AX4 is obligatory (see page 10).
to 5. There is a check if the content of the report matches the BASF reporting
rules.
Applies to points 4 + 5: The day after reports have been checked the service
provider will receive an automatically created e-mail from BASF.
If the reminded cases in that e-mail are still not verified a report or correction in
AX4 will have to take place within the next 24 hours.
Failure to comply with these requirements will result in quality appointments with
BASF!
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Online entry of status reports (1)
Screenshots illustrating these functions are integrated starting with
page 12.

Status reports can be entered online via AX4. The checkboxes are filled with the
BASF requirements. Combinations not accepted by BASF are thus eliminated.

The respective functions can be found in the dispatch overview (Menu
“Dispatch”, option “Dispatch Overview").
First of all search for the shipment you would like to add a report to. You could
search for references like BASF carrier`s shipment ID or BASF forwarding order.
You could use a * as a wild-card character within the search function.
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Online entry of status reports (2)
The field “Mode of transport” is used to differ between direct loads, which will be
delivered from the main carrier to an end customer and groupage shipments,
which will be consigned from the main carrier to a distribution carrier.
By “Direct Load” the main carrier has to use an end report, by “Groupage
Shipment” the intermediate report “22 - delivered to distribution carrier /
warehouse” has to be used.
Note: If main leg and groupage shipment is not operated by the same service
provider the distribution carrier has to enter the BASF forwarding order with a
preceded “1000” in the field “Search for reference number”.
While entering the BASF carrier`s shipment ID this procedure is not necessary.
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Online entry of status reports (3)
Note: To be able to do an online entry of a status report for each single shipment
position, a shipment with e.g. 5 positions will be divided into 5 single shipments
with in each case one position.
Therefore different status reports could be entered.
Note: All status messages listed in the tracking log will be sorted – in descending
order according to system date instead of status date. The latest status message
that was imported via web or EDI will now be shown first, without considering
the status date. The status date is only used subordinated for the sort sequence!
The sorting of the traffic lights in the shipment overview is independent of the
sorting sequence mentioned above – differences between the last status
message and the traffic light in the shipment overview can occur because the
traffic light colour will still be sorted according to the status date.
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Online entry of status reports (4)
Attention: Service providers using AX4 both for BASF as well as for other
forwarders always have to do the online entry in the BASF solution.
This solution can be identified by the BASF-Logo on the top left hand corner of
the page.
Please do the online entry only in the following way:
Menu “Dispatch” > Option “Dispatch Overview ”, then
use button “Change tracking state“.
The button “Change state for selected shipment(s)” must not be used for the
BASF solution any longer!*
* Maybe due to technical factors, the above mentioned information is not valid for
your account.
In any case of doubts, please contact the AX4 support.
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Dispatch Overview – Open (Page 8)
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Dispatch Overview – Search for reference no. (Page 8)
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Dispatch Overview – Mode of Transport / Number (Page 9 + 10)
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Dispatch Overview – Change tracking state (Page 8 - 11)
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Add new tracking status – Change tracking state (Page 11)
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Add new tracking status – Change tracking state (Page 11)
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Dispatch Overview – Change tracking state (Page 8 – 11)
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Add new tracking status – Sort sequence (Page 10)
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Plausibility check data specification (1)
There is a plausibility check implemented in AX4 which controls whether the
delivery status chosen will correspond logically to the date entered.
The mentioned text modules will appear according to following cases:
The status code “21 - delivered as agreed“ was incorrectly used, as the delivery
date in AX4 does NOT agree with the actual delivery date entered by yourself.
To continue with the status code “21 - delivered as agreed” you must enter the
actual delivery date to agree with the AX4 delivery date. H O W E V E R if the
actual delivery date is different to the AX4 delivery date, the status code
“57 - delivered, not as agreed” with a valid reason code should be used and the
actual delivery date entered.
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Plausibility check data specification (2)
If the reason “57 - delivered, not as agreed” is chosen but the date entered on
your side will agree with the AX4 given date:
The status code “57 - delivered, NOT as agreed“ was incorrectly used, as the
delivery date in AX4 does agree with the actual delivery date entered by yourself.
To continue with the status code “57 - delivered, not as agreed” you must enter a
different delivery date to the date in AX4. H O W E V E R if the actual delivery date
is the same as in AX4, the status code “21 - delivered as agreed” should be used.
The only exception will be status „57 - delivered, not as agreed” combined with
reason “61 - redirection / incorrect address”. This reason allows any variable date.
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Add new tracking status – Plausibility check (Page 20 + 21)
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Plausibility check mode of transport (1)
Another plausibility check implemented in AX4 checks whether the chosen delivery
status generally coincides with the mode of transport.
If the value of the field “mode of transport” is given as “Direct Load”, the following
status messages are allowed:
- “31 - date of arrival at risk”
- “56 - no delivery”
- “21 - delivered (as agreed)”
- “57 - delivered, not as agreed”
After a wrong input, the following text appears:
The selected status code “22 – delivered to distribution carrier / warehouse” is NOT
compatible with the given mode of transport “Direct Load”.
Please correct your entry.
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Plausibility check mode of transport (2)
If the value of the field “mode of transport” is “On-Carriage”, the following status
messages are allowed:
- “31 - date of arrival at risk”
- “56 - no delivery”
- “21 - delivered (as agreed)”
- “57 - delivered, not as agreed”
After a wrong input, following text appears:
The selected status code “22 – delivered to distribution carrier / warehouse” is
NOT compatible with the given mode of transport “On-Carriage”.
Please correct your entry.
This plausibility check prevents that direct load shipments or on-carriage shipments
are reported with a status reason that only applies to groupage shipments.
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Add new tracking status – Plausibility check (Page 23 + 24)
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Self-Monitoring for carriers via „processing status“ (1)
To ensure less work for our service providers, the new function “processing
status” was implemented. The service provider can quickly check if a delivery
has an end report and that all system entries are completed, or, if not completed,
an end report still has to be created.
The following “processing status” entries are possible:
- “new”:

only if the traffic light is black, that means the delivery has no
confirmation yet.

- “in process”: the last confirmation is not an end report but an intermediate
report. To complete in accordance with the tracking guide,
an(other) end report is needed.
- “completed”: the last confirmation is an end report. With this report the delivery
has been completed in accordance with the tracking guide.
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Self-Monitoring for carriers via „processing status“ (2)
In the dispatch overview, the checkbox “processing status” was added. With this
checkbox the service provider can search with a drop-down menu for the
equivalent processing-status cases.
It is recommended to use the date restriction “From (DDMMYY)” and “To
(DDMMYY)”.
Note: Sometimes additional updates from BASF can cause a malfunction in the
checkbox “processing status” with completed deliveries.
In this case the status changes from “completed” to “new” even though the last
report was an end report. There is no need to do an end report again.
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Self-Monitoring for carriers - „processing status“ (Page 26 + 27)
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Self-Monitoring for carriers - „processing status“ (Page 26 + 27)
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